Introduction
Over the last couple of years, several papers characterizing bilinear maps on algebras through their action on elements whose certain product is zero have been written; see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The philosophy in these papers is that certain classical problems concerning linear maps that preserve zero product, Jordan product, commutativity, and so forth can be sometimes effectively solved by considering bilinear maps that preserve certain zero product properties. For example, in 1 , in order to determine whether a linear map preserving zero product resp., zero Jordan product, zero Lie product is "closed" to a homomorphism, the authors introduced the definitions of zero product resp., zero Jordan product, zero Lie product determined algebras. The core idea of these definitions is to answer the aforementioned questions by determining the bilinear maps preserving zero product resp., zero Jordan product, zero Lie product . Furthermore, as the main task, they gave the positive answer that the matrix algebra M n B of n × n matrices over a unital algebra B is zero product determined, and under some further restrictions on B, M n B is still zero Jordan resp., Lie product determined.
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Meanwhile, in preserver problems, there have appeared many kinds of preserving product forms, such as the forms in papers 7-10 . Particularly, in 10 , there appears a definition of Jordan triple product. This definition has applications not only in Banach algebra see 11 but also in generalized inverse of matrices see 12 .
Inspired by the aforementioned, this gives rise to a question: whether can we generalize the products in paper 1 to more generalized forms, such as triple product and Jordan triple product? And immediately, it follows another interesting preserver problem: whether a linear map preserving zero triple product resp., zero Jordan triple product is still "closed" to a homomorphism? In order to answer the aforementioned questions, we introduce the following definitions. Let C be a fixed commutative unital ring and A an algebra over C. By A 3 , we denote the C-linear span of all elements of the form xyz, where x, y, z ∈ A. X is a C-module and we denote by {·, ·, ·} : A × A × A → X a C-trilinear map. Consider the following conditions: a for all x, y, z ∈ A such that xyz 0, we have {x, y, z} 0; b there exists a C-linear map T :
Trivially, b implies a . We call that A is a zero triple product determined algebra if for every C-module X and every C-trilinear map {·, ·, ·}, a implies b . And we say that A is a zero Jordan triple product determined algebra if we replace the above triple product by Jordan triple product x • y • z xyz zyx .
From the previous definitions, it is interesting to examine whether the matrix algebra M n B of n × n matrices over a unital algebra B is still zero triple product resp., zero Jordan triple product determined. If the unital algebra B has no further restrictions, this problem will be difficult. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to characterize the zero triple product resp., zero Jordan triple product determined algebra under some additional restrictions on the unital algebra B. In Section 2, we show that the answer is "yes" for the triple product if B is any commutative unital algebra even different from C. The Jordan triple product case, treated in Section 3, is more difficult; we only show that the matrix algebra M n F , where F is any field with chF / 2 chF stands for the characteristic of a field is also zero Jordan triple product determined. 
Zero Triple Product Determined Matrix Algebras
In this part, we will consider the matrix algebra M n B , where B is any commutative unital algebra even different from the fixed commutative unital ring C mentioned in Section 1. By be ij , where b ∈ B, we denote the matrix whose i, j entry is b and all other entries are 0.
Theorem 2.1. Let B be a commutative unital algebra, then M n B is a zero triple product determined algebra for every n ≥ 3.
Proof. In order to prove that a implies b , we only prove that a implies the equivalent condition b' . Set A M n B , let X be a C-module, and let {·, ·, ·} be a C-trilinear map such that for all x, y, z ∈ A, xyz 0 implies {x, y, z} 0. 
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Therefore, the result of this theorem holds.
Zero Jordan Triple Product Determined Matrix Algebras
In this part, we only consider the matrix algebra M n F , where F is a field with chF / 2, and C is still the fixed commutative unital ring mentioned in Section 1. Let be ij , where b ∈ F, be the matrix whose i, j entry is b and all other entries are 0.
Theorem 3.1. Let F be a field with chF / 2; then M n F is a zero Jordan triple product determined algebra for every n ≥ 3.
Proof. Set A M n F , let X be a C-module, and let {·, ·, ·} be a C-trilinear map such that for all x, y, z ∈ A, x • y • z 0 implies {x, y, z} 0. Let a, b, and c be arbitrary elements from F and i, j, k, l, r, and h denote arbitrary indices. 
